Scope Architekten is transforming the corporate campus of German software giant SAP

headquarters, reprogrammed
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Previous spread: Scope Architekten
used solid-surfacing for the custom
bench and precast concrete for the
display panels of a gallery in the training
center at SAP’s campus in Walldorf,
Germany.
Top, from left: The entry atrium’s
interactive screen offers both a building
directory and information on corporate
and local events. Sofas by Studio Grosch
and Björn Meier create a lounge. Existing
pendant fixtures by Poul Henningsen
were re-lacquered for the coffee bar.
Bottom: Anchoring the atrium, a
seating platform combines varnished
oak and bleached ash.

“We really utilized the ceiling, because it is the biggest
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unobstructed surface in a room”

In a business that spawns start-ups by the minute, SAP is a wise
old dog. The German software developer got its start in 1972, when
five engineers from IBM released a program that helped put the
punch-card payroll system out of business. Now SAP has annual
revenues topping $22 billion. Yet while the average employee age
remains on the youthful side, around 38, much of the sprawling
headquarters complex in the southwestern town of Walldorf was
showing signs of age. So in stepped Scope Architekten, which
started out five years ago with a pilot program to reinvent SAP
office space and has now completed six separate projects for the
company—with four more in Walldorf and an innovation center in
Potsdam currently in progress.
Notable among recent jobs tackled are the public areas in SAP’s
training center, occupying 39,000 square feet in a three-story building from 1987. “SAP is a dynamic company, but the building didn’t
represent this,” Scope partner Mike Herud says. His partner, Oliver
Kettenhofen, adds, “It was just nothing special, really cheap.” So
they presented a plan that would both reorganize function zones
and introduce agility and flexibility more in line with the building’s
intended population of savvy young programmers, likely to carry a
laptop into any and all corners.
Programmers invited to the training center are furthermore,
by definition, mainly unfamiliar with the campus and often the
country—SAP client companies span 190 different nations on
six continents. Way-finding was therefore particularly important.
In the entry atrium, visitors are immediately greeted by a 23-foothigh multimedia screen that, with the mere swipe of a finger, provides both a floor directory and information on upcoming meetings
and local events. “When you turn it off,” Kettenhofen says, “it’s a
black mirror.”
The screen is located on a multi-level seating platform where
people often lounge. Herud calls it “a little park in the city,” giving a
central focus to a space that was previously, in Kettenhofen’s words,
“only a really big room.” The platform’s contrasting stripes of pale
ash and darker oak also serve as a low-cost cover-up for part of the
granite floor, which budget limitations didn’t allow for replacing
throughout. A skylight had to stay, too—white fins installed directly
beneath now temper the “greenhouse” glare, Kettenhofen says.
Overhead planes received special attention almost everywhere,
he continues: “We really utilized the ceiling, because it is the biggest unobstructed surface in a room.” Ceiling-mounted ribbons
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Top, from left: A polyurethanepolyester blend upholsters cafeteria
banquettes in oak, also used for
tabletops. Polyester-covered panels
highlight a seating niche. LEDs shine
through perforations in the brass panels
of the canopy over the servery. Bottom:
Chairs are by Studio Tolvanen.

of white solid-surfacing help to define two mezzanine spaces, a
gallery for local artists and a lounge. And the 350-seat cafeteria has
become a popular alternative work space, thanks to an acoustical
ceiling that wiped out a debilitating noise problem. Swaths of plasterboard, either black or perforated white, are installed at two different
heights, thus visually zoning the seating options—with the help of the
cheerful greenery topping partitions. He and Herud paid particular
attention to the varying degrees of privacy in the seating areas. “It’s
a huge space we needed to make small, otherwise people get lost,”
Herud says. The low booths are more intimate, versus freestanding
tables that seat up to eight and, most public, a coffee bar that forms
an island in the middle of the cafeteria. Drawing all eyes is the coffee
bar’s cluster of existing Poul Henningsen pendant fixtures that have
now been lacquered in teal. “Like a car,” he notes. Espressos are
consumed at a V-shape counter-height table.
Some spots at the coffee bar offer a glimpse of sky blue, across
the room. This splash of bright color, recessed into a black wall,
turns out to be upholstered panels cladding the back wall of a seating niche. It’s perfect for visitors making phone calls back to home
base. “People used to eat and leave. Now they often stay the whole
day,” Kettenhofen says. How’s that for reprogramming?

“Black or white perforated

plasterboard, installed at different heights, visually zones the seating options”

Related story on page 258
PROJECT TEAM
INES FAHSEL; SILKE SCHREIER; SOPHIA ZOUROS: SCOPE ARCHITEKTEN. GN BAUPHYSIK
FINKENBERGER + KOLLEGEN INGENIEURGESELLSCHAFT: ACOUSTICAL CONSULTANT. ARS
ELECTRONICA LINZ: AUDIOVISUAL CONSULTANT. GRUNINGER + SCHRÜFER BERATENDE
INGENIEURE: STRUCTURAL ENGINEER. SBI: MEP. ERNEST BOHLE; CROTTENDORFER
TISCHLERHANDWERK: WOODWORK. GANTER INTERIOR: GENERAL CONTRACTOR.
PRODUCT SOURCES
FROM FRONT OPHELIS: SOFAS (LOUNGE). OBJECT CARPET: CUSTOM RUG. FOSCARINI:
PENDANT FIXTURES (LOUNGE, ATRIUM). HAY: STOOLS (COFFEE BAR). LOUIS POULSEN:
PENDANT FIXTURES. NORR11: CHAIRS (ATRIUM). ENGLISCH DEKOR: BANQUETTE UPHOL
STERY (CAFETERIA). ETERNIT: PANELING. MUUTO: CHAIRS. LEA CERAMICHE: WALL TILE.
THROUGHOUT KVADRAT: BENCH FABRIC, CURTAIN FABRIC. INTERFACE: CARPET TILE.
LACHER GROSSKÜCHEN: SOLID-SURFACING. ERCO; LTS-LICHT & LEUCHTEN; XAL: TRACK
LIGHTING, RECESSED CEILING FIXTURES. BRILLUX; CAPAROL; MEGA GRUPPE: PAINT.
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Clockwise from top: At an education center for SAP in Walldorf, Germany,
Scope Architekten furnished a meeting room with Konstantin Grcic’s stools. A
map rendered in painted birch pegs and thread shows SAP’s 130 offices around
the world. Linoleum protects the benches of a custom birch picnic-style table in
the lounge. Nylon carpet tile appears on the floor, the ceiling, a wall, and built-in
birch seating.

In your dream of the perfect work environment, where are you? Mike Herud and
Oliver Kettenhofen see a vibrant city park—laptop perched on a picnic table, sun
shining down. And that’s exactly what the two partners of Scope Architekten channeled for an education center at SAP headquarters in Walldorf, Germany. Serving
university students enrolled in the software developer’s work-study program, the
10,000-square-foot facility furthermore represents a learning curve for Scope:
The firm completed the very first of its six projects to date for SAP in precisely this
building, a five-story, H-shape structure from the 1990’s.
The connector of the H contains meeting rooms and a lounge, with a corridor running between. On a corridor wall, pegs and thread create a global map of SAP offices,
while round stickers connected by adhesive lines abstract the idea of networking and
communication. Meanwhile, in a meeting room, the words Design Think
ing appear dozens of times on the fabric-wrapped acoustical panels,

green space

a reminder to the students to follow this process of problem-solving.
Less rigorous, more relaxed, the lounge doubles as a café. Soft “grass,”
actually green carpet, covers the floor, the ceiling, and a wall descending into stadium-style seating. Instead of a buttoned-up corporate conference table, there’s a picnic-style table with benches. And it’s always
a sunny day—thanks to pendant fixtures and LED strips.
FROM FRONT PLANK: STOOLS (MEETING ROOM). SYSTEM 180: TABLE. KVADRAT: CUSTOM
CEILING PANELS. SCHNEID LIGHTINGS & FURNITURE: PENDANT FIXTURES (LOUNGE).
THROUGHOUT GOLDBACH KIRCHNER RAUMCONCEPTE: STOREFRONT SYSTEM. INTERFACE:
CARPET TILE. VIABIZZUNO: LINEAR FIXTURES. XAL: RECESSED CEILING FIXTURES. DENNIS
BAHR: GRAPHICS CONSULTANT. CROTTENDORFER TISCHLERHANDWERK: WOODWORK.

interiordesign.net/scope16 for more images of the headquarters
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